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moblì® was founded in Italy
from the ambitious project of 
a Tuscan family to create 
products inspired by 
Montessori's teachings, of the 
highest quality and made with 
natural materials.

All the moblì® branded
products are conceived by 
expert designers and made by 
local artisans and producers; a 
combination of passion for 
design and obsession for 
quality production, the two
values on which moblì® bases
its roots.  

About us



Our values

The moblì® products are made 
of high-quality birch wood.

An excellent material for 
high-performance and 

functional products.

The selection of the raw material also
respects the environmental impact and 

this is why we only select FSC (Forest
Stewardship Council) certified wood, a 

standard that regulates the correct
forest management and traceability of 

derived products. 
We are committed to support the 

local supply chain: our products are 
100% Italian, handmade and refined

by the hands of expert Tuscan
craftsmen and local producers. 



Our products

The learning tower, 
ully

The bookcase,
dotty



ully Natural
ully Natural is the first learning

tower made of natural birch wood
panels, free of paints and solvents.

Thanks to ully the child will be able to 
participate in the family activities and 

see the world from the same height
as adults.

ully is designed to allow children to come into
contact with previously unknown activities
and sensations, accelerating their learning

and in total safety.



Anti-slip System

Edge-free design

Safe Step System

ully Natural is the first learning tower
to offer an anti-slip system that, 
thanks to its special design, 
drastically reduces the risk of 
children slipping.

ully Natural is designed without
edges, completely polished and 
hand-finished. 

Thanks to the removable platform, 
ully will adapt over time to the 
child's height, allowing it to be used
in different stages of growth. And 
with our "Safe Step" system, you only
have to drag the platform in and out 
the guides.



Sizes and heights
ully is designed with the perfect size to 
occupy the right space in the house
and to be easy to store
(86 x 40,5 x 38 cm).

The special Safe Step system allows to 
change up to 3 heights with simplicity
and safety. The platform heights are: 40, 
34 and 28 cm from the ground. 

It can be used in all environments
without creating clutter and placed
in a corner when is not used.



ully One
ully One is the first waterproof 
and stain-resistant learning
tower by moblì® thanks to the 
application of a special surface
treatment.

The paints used are water-
based and therefore make it
possible to maintain the 
naturalness and authenticity of 
the wood.

ully One is made of polished birch
wood treated with non-toxic paints.



Waterproof and stain-resistant

Non-toxic paints

Colour variants

A special surface treatment 
makes ully One waterproof and 
stain-resistant

All the paints are non-toxic and 
comply with the law EN 71-3 that
regulates standard on toys.

ully One is available both in 
the transparent finishing version, 
that reveals the beautiful birch wood
grain, and in elegant white, a refined
colour that matches perfectly with 
all home interiors.

Elegant White
Version



dotty
dotty is the Montessori-inspired

bookcase designed and made 
in Tuscany for the big children

of tomorrow.

In this way, children can choose
their books more intuitively and 

can take and store them
independently at any time they

want without the need for 
an adult's help.

dotty proposes a new approach to reading by 
showing children their favourite books on the 

most beautiful and exciting side, the cover.



3-shelf design

Space-saving

Natural materials

The design with three shelves and 
different heights, always easily
accessible by children of all ages, 
allow to contain most children’s
book formats. 

dotty has a thickness of just 13 
cm that allows to place it even in 
the smallest space of the 
bedroom, try to place it behind
the door!

dotty is completely made in Tuscany
by the best artisans and local
producers with the most
precious birch wood panels (FSC 
certified).



Personalised
head extremities

moblì knows the children well and 
that each of them is unique, for this
reason dotty can be personalized
with 3 different heads: the house, for 
the architects of tomorrow, the cloud, 
for the next creative directors, 
and the teddy bear, for the digital
manager of the future.



Sustainable by choice

In addition to its functionality, the packaging of moblì
is also sustainable. We want to do our part and 
contribute to the process of saving energy and 
optimising forest resources, and that is why we have
selected 100% recycled cardboard. 

Our care to offer a high quality and design product
covers the entire product, including the packaging. 
We have carefully studied the format and the material
that will hold the moblì product on its journey home to 
its new family. 



What they say about us



Contact us
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